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Cottage

Poetry Contest

Roasters: a
new Roast
Master

Submit your entries via email or Twitter.

crescent@georgefox.edu
Twitter: gfucrescent
We accept all genres of poetry.

continues

the legacy of
fresh roasted,

Entries due: March 10

in-house
beans

Top three entries will receive a prize

and top five wilt be printed in the
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Crucial ASC restructure in process

Apple iPad to
be an option
for freshmen
By ZACH MIDDLETON
Reporter

The George Fox Connected Across

Campus program announced they will
be offering incoming freshmen the
Apple iPad. The iPad will be offered
as an option to the newer version of
the Macbook currently being given to
freshman.
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The world got its first peek at the
iPad when Apple CEO Steve Jobs in
troduced it in January. Described as
somewhere between a laptop and a
smart phone, the device will come
with WiFi capabilities, mail, contacts,

google maps and many other appli
cations available for the iPhone. The

most anticipated piece of the iPad,
however, is its e-reader feature for

reading digital books.
Although the iPad has many
useful features, it is not designed to
replace the Macbook, says Chief In
formation Officer, Greg Smith. The
choice was given to provide incom
ing freshmen flexibility in facilitating
their learning needs.
"With this, we're basically asking

students 'What computing system will
work best for you?' By giving them
this option, they can choose between
the iPad, a mobile device known for

its networking and e-textbook, capa
bilities, or the laptop, which offers
more computing horsepower," Smith

Central Committee discussed the student project fund and the changed occurring within ASC at the town hall meeting

said.

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

ASC plans to move forward with fire pit proposal while
Central Committee elections are approaching
By AMANDA WINKELMAN
News

Editor

so can only be used during the diy
season. The hope is to have a place
where students can gather to do

OnFeb.24,ASChed
l atown

hall meeting in the Bon. They
discussed the proposal for the student
fund, and the new roles of central

homework or plan floor events. The
area will be built to fit approximately
30 and more students.
The construction will take place

flat surface available there. They are
also considering building a supple
mentary shed to keep benches in. "We
don't want them to be permanent, but
we don't want them to be stolen," said
Sarah Eccleston, Christian Service
D i r e c t o r. S t u d e n t w i l l h a v e t o o b t a i n

plan outside the ASC office along
with comment cards to get students
opinion of the structure and the
student project fund.

The George Fox Connected
Across Campus program, formerly
the Computers Across the Curriculum
program, has provided students with
computers for over 20 years. The iPad
will now join the ranks of technology
as the first e-reader offered to stu
dents.

coming elections. It is now the time
to start campaigning and running to

A few years ago, technology
brought the ability for almost any
person or group of people to meet
Avith anyone else face-to-face via the

Another, issue discussed was up

this summer with the hopes of the fire
pit area to be up and running by fall

keys from security, RAs, or other
superiorities in order to obtain the

be on central committee. Next year

Internet. Then wireless Internet made

there will be several changes with how

it possible for people to unplug and

ASC has decided to move fonvard

2011. Plant services has volunteered

benches.

central committee will function. Many

do their work where and when they

with plans to create an outdoor
gazebo containing a fire pit. Currently,
the school has two fire pits; hotvever,

to do most of the labor at a lower cost

of these changes were mentioned in
the February 17 issue of the Crescent.
In addition to the changing roles

needed to. The iPad represents the
cutting-edge of the higher education

one of these pits is strictly for ceramic

ASC is planning to build it

students and the other is not covered

bet^veen Hobson and the suites on the

There will be lighting for night,
and the fire pits vent ^vill be about
5 feet high and 5 feet wide. Wood
will be funded by ASC. They are cur
rently blueprints of the supposed

Inside this issue

United States dominates 2010 winter Olympics
bringing home 37 medals

committee members tvith the student

body.

Don't Ask, Don't Tell... We
asked what you thought
about this military policy,
now, your answers
revealed
VOICE Page 3

Behind the dough: What
you never knew about
Cody the pizza guy
FEATURE Page 4

then finding outside builders. The es
timated cost will be about $29,700.

By ERIN LEE
Reporter

This winter Olympics has turned
out to be as eventful as anyone could
have hoped. The prominent stories
of these games have varied from
depressing to uplifting to simply
comical.

The games started out on a

somber note with the death of twentyone year old luger Nodar Kumaritash-

vili from Georgia, who died following
a horrific crash during a practice run
the day of the opening ceremonies.

The Crescent asks

fourteen questions
for tennis star, Mollee
Robinson
SPORTS Page 7

Prior to his

death, there
was already
controversy
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Even

former

world champi
ons were concerned with the dangers
of competing on the course
where riders were reaching
speeds of 90 mph. In spite

medals surpassed the previous record
of six set by long-track speed skater
Bonnie Blair. Blair said "I'm very

happy for Apolo's accomplishment;

of Kumaitashvili's death,

it's a great feat for him."
Competing in his third Olympics,

the event continued with

Ohno also became the most deco

only slight safety modifica

rated short-track speed skater from
any country. He .said, "It means a lot
to me. Especially in a sport like this,
there's not many athletes that come
to back-to-back Olympic Games and
medal — veiy, very few. For me to be
able to do it in three Games, I'm very
happy, I'm very blessed."
One of the less sports-related
stories of the Games is the pants
worn by the Norwegian Curling team.

pics is tlie Northwest's own
Apolo Anton Ohno. The
short-track speed skater
became the United States'
most decorated winter

American Apolo Anton Ohno advanced in the
Olympian when he won
men's 1,000 meters and ended up with a bronze his seventh medal with a
medal.

To t a l

trend of mobility and connectivity.

A key attraction of the e-reader
would be the possibility of low-cost
digital e-textbooks that are not only
more eco-friendly, but more conve
nient as well. Also, the savings from
the cheaper iPad would go to expand
ing WiFi access in dorm rooms, a ne
cessity for the %vireless device.
The university does recommend
that students who will be using Micro
soft Office products for course work,
like engineering or business majors,
take the MacBook option. Smith

ing the event

One of the most talked

BACK Page 8

Bronze

surround

about athletes of this Olym

Patrick's Day

See ASC ] page 2

2010 Overall Standing by Nation
Country
Gold
Silver

tions.

Ten GFU appropriate
things to do on St.

of Activities Director, Treasurer, and

bronze in the 1,000 meters.
His seven career
Photo by GEORGE BRIDGES. Associated Press

See OLYMPICS | page 7

expects the increased computing
power of the MacBook will be more
desirable to students with cinema and

computer science majors.
"I am assuming we will try to

provide an option for students to pay
the additional fee ($130) to get an

iPad with 3G support," said Smith.
As with the iPhone, the iPad

would offer data plans from AT&T
vNith an option for $14.99 for 250Mb
data per month or $30.00 for unlim
ited data. Free WiFi would also be

provided at AT&T wireless hotspots.
Critics have speculated about the
typing capabilities of the iPad, but
Smith says the package for freshman
would probably address this need
with a wireless keyboard.
All the details for the iPad have

not been finalized yet, points out
Smith. "We honestly don't know ev

erything about it. But by doing this,
we're opening the door to innova
tion. What we leam can influence the

future of technology as it pertains to

higher education," he said.
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Don't Ask, Don't Tell...
Don't ask, don't tell (DADT) is the common term for the policy restricting the United States military from efforts to
discover or reveal closeted gay, lesbian, and bisexual service members or applicants, while barring those that are openly gay, lesbian,
or bisexual from military service. (Wikipedia)

Do you think

It should not matter what a
serson's sexual orientation

that homosexu

s if they are in the military,
especially if they want to be
open about it.
ByNIKKI MARINO
Reporter

Congress should repeal the law

prohibiting openly gay and lesbian
people to serve in the U.S. Military.
In 1993 the existing law "Don't
Ask, Don't Tell" was shifted to focus

the cause of homosexuality is genetic.
There might be some choice in the
matter, but genetics and hormones do
have a lot of influence.

members a job? Isn't that just like
firing someone because his or her

it was such an important point to
Obama that he announced the plan in
his State of the Union Address. Other

officials are supporting Obama's idea,
like Defense Secretary Robert Gates
who would like to see a plan of imple
mentation by the end of 2010, accord
ing to Fox News.
According to the Service Members
Legal Defense Network, over 13,500
people have been discharged from the
militaiy since 1994 under "Don't Ask,
D o n ' t Te l l . " T h i s n u m b e r i n c l u d e s a l l

kinds of service members, enlisted

and officers of varying skills and with
different jobs. Some of discharges
have been given to service members
who have very important jobs, includ
ing Arabic interpreters.

The official voices of the people
and the military branches are clash
ing over this controversial issue that
should be simple. It's not a matter
of protecting service members from
knowing those around them are gay;
it's about equal rights for everyone.

The military provides all religions
and all races the same equality when
it concerns the service of men and

women; why not sexual orientation
too?

Homosexuality is being re
searched almost constantly now
by some psychological and biologi
cal foundations. The majority of the

military?

research institutions has concluded

serving in the military for openly ex
pressing themselves. This is a matter

by President Barack Obama. In fact

serve in the

Psychological Association approved

If sexualit}' is a biological issue,
then who is the military to deny

The repeal has been proposed

able to openly

research done so far by American

only on openly gay service members.
It is wrong to prohibit anyone from

of human rights and equality for all.

als should be

openly gay and lesbian service

race or religion of choice has been
made public knowledge? That is a

matter of equal human rights for all
who are willing to train, commit to,
and serve our country in times of war
and peace.
A poll taken by CNN from Feb.
12-15 shows that 69% of the popula
tion favor allowing openly gay and
lesbian members to serve in the mili

tary. Even conservatives and some

churches have begun to back the
proposed repeal of "Don't Ask, Don't

Tell." People who are opposed to ho
mosexuality are coming behind this
issue in support of the repeal. It is a
human rights issue.
Throughout our recent history

we have become more fair and equal
about accepting diverse groups of
people into offices, the military, and
society in general. Minority groups
serve in the military without fear of
answering what their family heritage

Being an open homosexual in
the military might cause the

is. Service members are allowed to be

other members to be uncom
fortable and make it hard for

whatever religion they choose without

the fear of being kicked out, and re
ligion is mostly a choice. Homosexu
ality may or may not be a choice, but

them to perform their duty.

why is it treated any differently than
race and religion?
It is time for America to truly be

By JONELLE FODGE
Guest Op/Ed Columnist

the land of the free, allowing openly
gay and lesbian service members to
serve in our military. They are sacri
ficing a lot for our protection; allow
them to be who they are without
fearing that they will be fired.

There is much controversy right
now around the question of homosex
uals serving in the military. When I
was asked to write a piece advocating
the retention of the military's "don't

ask, don't tell" policy, I decided to use
the opinions of those who deal with
this problem daily.
Though my survey of military
personnel was not exhaustive or pro
fessional (covering only my friends or
relatives in the military), it did cover
the Army, Marines, Navy and Air
Force, reserves, officers and enlisted
men. Here is what I learned.

One young man pointed out that
the current policy does not prohibit
homosexuals from serving in the militaiy. It prohibits the military from
asking about a person's sexual ori
entation. Strict enforcement of the

policy prevents heterosexuals or ho
mosexuals from talking about their
sexuality.
He reminded me that sexual

ity is not a topic that should be dis
cussed in the workplace, but that
the military is one of the few profes
sions where the workplace is also the
home for months at a time. In the

military, men and women live, eat,
sleep and bathe in close proximity to
their colleagues on each deployment.
Men and women are put in separate
housing units, given separate locker
rooms, because of their "sexual orien

Do you think that
it makes a difference if a
soldier is homosexual?

These charts are
based on an

anonymous poll
conducted of 184

students at George
Fox University.

tation." Repealing the policy, adding
another line that separates men from
men and women from women, would

be a logistical nightmare, as the
military command decides how the

change should affect other policies
(sexual harassment, housing, equal
opportunity).

Another young man stated he be
lieves the policy is the best alternative
for the times, but said that he thinks

the consequences should be changed.
He thought that immediate banish
ment for being homosexual is overkill,
but neither of us can think of a practi
cal alternative.
Tw o o t h e r s o l d i e r s a d d r e s s e d t h e

question of social life for a homosex
ual in the military. One had known

a "gay kid" in his unit who was given
a lot of negative attention by some
of the other guys. He ended up at
tempting suicide. The other pointed
out that whether is right or wrong,
whether it is policy or not, homosexu
als will find themselves the objects of
discrimination, just like women and

minority groups have.
The fact that most military per
sonnel are not homosexual and have

legitimate concerns about bunking
wth people who could be sexually at
tracted to them, will create an atmo

sphere of suspicion and hostility. This
atmosphere is changing and military
high command is investigating the
possibility of repealing the policy, but
such a change cannot be made lightly.
This is not a pleasant issue for

anyone to address, but I must say
that I agree with the current policy.
Rather, I agree with the proactive
portion of the policy. Given the rest
of the militar)''s current policies, the
current atmosphere among the men
and women serving and the problem
that should be occupying the time
of the military leadership (that of
winning a war on two fronts), this is

not the right time to repeal the "don't
ask, don't tell" policy.
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Start your engines;
Cody: The guy behind the pie cool
your jets
Martin

By ZACH MiDDLETON
Reporter

currently lives
with his girl
friend

sIt' amorning
commclass
onscefinished
naro
i .Youatr
11:30 a.m. and you head to Klages
Dining Hall for some lunch. You're
starving because you skipped

Minnvillc. Al

though Martin

breakfast and you just had to sit

was

through an hour and a half lecture.
You get to the front of the lunch
line and you see the sign: tuna
melts and chow mein again.
Luckily you have pizza, the

about what his
ftiture had to

not

sure

o ff e r, h e w a s
sure about two

classic fall back. As usual the line

things.
"I will defi

is almost back to the ice cream

nitely open a

freezer, which is not stopping the

pizza shop in
my life. If ev

pizza guy from individually greet
ing every person who will talk to

erything goes

him.

right, I will

Cody Martin, the pizza guy, is
famously social. It only takes a few
minutes for Cody to overcome any

have

things

getting started
by this summer
... I am going

alarm the tattoos on his neck and

arms may have caused. He greets

to mess around
\vith the pizza

every student with a smile, and

they respond.
away. Certain tastes won't appreci
ate a gumbo or something intense,

dough recipe
'till I get it
perfect, then
when I get the

but people always love a pizza. I

store running

"The students here blow me

get love every day from students,

I'm going to
give the stu

and that's what brings me through
those rough days," said Martin.

Martin has been interested in
Photo by EVAN CLOUGH

food his whole life.

iesel add methanol and process It with

other products so the fuel can run
through a diesel engine. (Vegetable oil

George Fox University, made such a alone is too viscous.) But Brendlinger
dream a reality. Several years ago he says, "I have two tanks. I start the car
modified his 1979 Mercedes. It is now
on diesel. Then I drive it up to oper

powered by 100% vegetable oil.^

Brendlinger's car runs on veggie

oil " a form of biofuel. "Biofuels are
produced from living organisms or

ating temp so I can switch it to veggie
oil. Only takes about mile to heat up.
At the end of the trip I have to throw

or food waste products). In order to

it back to diesel."
On Fridays, Brendlinger stops
at two different restaurants to pick

contain over 80 percent renewable

up once empty pails now filled with

from metabolic by-products (organic

be considered a biofuel the fuel must
materials. It is originally derived

from the photosynthesis process and

can therefore often be referred to as
a solar energy source" Chttp://www.
altemative-energy-news.info/technology/biofuels/). Gasoline users

leftover oil that he filters once at
home in his garage. Brendlinger says
these restaurants could be selling
this oil because the biodiesel indus

try is growing rapidly. Yet the clean
burning fuel, produced from domestic

interested in green products are

renewable resources, is often mixed

now using natural gas, ethanol, solar
power, or even buying a battery-op

can run on 20 percent blends of biod

with petroleum. Any diesel engine

erated car.

iesel with no modifications to the

For those running their vehicles
on diesel, however, there is an alter

engine (www.biodieseI.org). Trans
portation systems often advertise that

native option. By stepping forward
and transforming one's own diesel

of their fuel is biodegradable.

they are the

powered vehicle to a biodiesel burning

Using a little biodiesel is better
than using no biodiesel at all,

from then on," he said.

was his burial, which seems to fit his personality perfectly.
"When I die, I definitely want to be buried, not cre

weeks. Then I moved up, because in the restaurant busi
ness, that's how it works, you work until someone above
you leaves and then everyone else fills in. I've worked
about every position in a kitchen. Line cook, grill cook,

of Church History and Theology at

Typically companies producing biod

count because

core of my business model," said Martin.

"I started as dishwasher and worked that for frvo

Imagine paying 70 cents instead

of 70 dollars for a 600 mile round
trip. While this sounds too good to
be true, Irv Brendlinger a prof^so

Brendlinger designed a system
that heats the oil in his car so it
courses safely through his engine.

dents a dis

"When I was three years old I asked for my first ap
plication at a restaurant and I knew I wanted to be a cook
Restaurant cooks often share a few qualities. Like
many cooks, Martin started working food service at a
young age. Also, he has had many other jobs, but has
always been brought back by the allure of the kitchen.
Martin has worked in bars, grills, nice restaurants, cheap
restaurants and everything in between.

Reporter

and

baby daughter
Cyprus in Mc-

people wwill buy another one. It's
people
planned to become obsolete."

By JOANNA COX

The other aspect of his future Martin was sure about

machine, costs decrease extensively.
Brendlinger converted his car for less
than $200. With assistance from

mated. Then, I want a full statue of a zombie for my grave

Brian McLaughlin (who modified his
in the same way using a kit purchased

marker. On the bottom of the statue it \vill say, "I'll be
back for your brains!" Then there will be a motion sensor

off the internet) and used parts found
on eBay, Bredlinger now has a car

so when people walk by the zombie moves at them and

that gives more energy than it takes.

groans," he explained.
Martin is hard to categorize. It is easy for people to
think being a part-time bartender and being covered in
colorful tattoos would make him a rough character. But
looking in Klages each afternoon reveals a much more
social and interesting guy than you would ever expect.

"For me it's about stewardship,"
Brendlinger maintains, "I told you my
car's thirty years old, part of my phi
losophy. I don't like planned obsolesce, always having to buy something
new. This was a concept introduced
in the thirties so if you make a car
that won't look stylish in three years

saucier, eyeiything,".he said.

they are using biodiesel when only 5%

h o w e v e r. B i o d i e s e l i s n o n t o x i c a n d

essentially free of sulfur and aromatics. Brendlinger says "It's not nearly
as contaminating to the ecosphere ...I
could buy fresh veggie oil out of the

grocery oil, corn oil, soy oil, diesel."
All of these forms of fuel have de

creased level of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and nitrited (PAH)
compounds that have been identified
as potential cancer causing agents
( w w w. b i o d i e s a I . o r g ) . B r e n d l i n g e r
also sees an additional perk of using
See BIOFUEL (page 8

March 10
Noon - 7 p.m.

March 11
lo a.m. -4 p.m.

Cap and Gown Room^
Heacock Commons
Graduating seniors are welcome to the annual ExoduS Gfad Fair
■ Pick up your cap ancj gown
■ Verify graduation with the registrar's office
" Conduct or schedule an exit interview with financial aid

■ Learn about George Fox graduate programs
■ Visit with career services
■ Meet with alumni office

" Get information on mail forwarding
■ Order graduation announcements

■ Get sized for and order a class ring
■ Order alumni products

Complimentary food and drinks will be available, and
be ato^wi
. n door prizes.
wilthere
oe awill
chance

Questions? E-mailAndy Dunn at adunn@georgefox.edu
V48C
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Roasting

Cofee Cotage brings local home
Mth the end of the "second crack," his

By OELLA ANDERSON

^ ^ Feature/A & C Editor

shewed

T'X"^part,
Jropsays
is the
mostJunkert
exciting
Dustin
of
Stevens, who is soon leaving
Roasters to join up with Barista
the Cofee Cotage Roastery. "gaugn
i g Cottage
It at the end, peeking in and judging the (a trendy and reputable coffee shop in
SW Portland), talked about coffee as

color.... it's exciting."

an art form, and expressed that Coffee

as you enter the Cottage roasteiy. the
warmth of the roasting beans clashes
with cool white light which radiates
off of the center piece of the room, the

Cottage is taking action to emphasize

A strong nutty aroma engulfs you

roaster.

The roaster turns all day long,
transforming green and rock hard raw

coffee as an art form and a career.
Cottage Roasters roasts not only for

the Coffee Cottage, it is now the supplier
of the Blue Bird Blend to local swanky
resort, the Allison. Cottage Roasters'
coffee is generally being brewed in the

[o coHee Coffee Cottage and the Allison within

beans into coffee.

rlirthJc Newberg
favori
te, the
Coffee
"
I.
.
roasted.
turning sets, the Cottage,
dIves
Into. the real
m The cottage
Its

is opened and for mUCh SUCCeSS
about 20 seconds

steaming black beans f a l l f r o m i t s

mouth. This part of the roasting process
is called, "the drop." The steam released
hovers around the face of the roaster

and is caught by the cool white light
before it dissipates upwards towards
the ceiling. Each time the gaping mouth
opens and the hot contents are released

the process' earthy aroma sweeps

citement and artis

tic energy. Neither

Stevens nor Junkert claim that they
know every detail of the roasting world,
but they each approach roasting \vith a
passion and curiosity which are conta
giously inspiring.
The Coffee Cottage encourages
community members, including Fox
students, to join in on the excitement
on Saturday afternoons. At ii a.m.

and 1 p.m. the Cottage Roastery (ad
jacent to the Coffee Cottage, attached

through the room.

"The moment you drop [the beans]
is consequential," says Junkert, "it

to the drive-thru) opens its door for a

will have an effect on the taste of the

coffee." Roast Master, Tyler Stevens,
explained the roasting process. "I^ght
about now, we are coming to the first
crack," said Stevens, motioning to the
roaring machinery. As Stevens spoke of
fhe roasting process, which culminates

free "cupping." During this time, visi
tors are encouraged to try the various
blends roasted onsite and discuss high
and low notes of each. The beans are

available for immediate purchase di
rectly out of the hopper.

DALUlSe

Magic's in the hole

/\/hat's vourstorv?
'->V ^

By LEIGH ROTHWEILER
VOS/ Opinion Editor

Voodoo Doughnuts, tucked into a little
corner just south of the Burnside Bridge in
Portland, is where you can find a variety of
doughnuts from the traditional raised glazed
doughnuts and buttermilk to the Grape Ape
(raised doughnut with vanilla frosting and grape
powder) and Dirty Snowball (chocolate cake
doughnut covered with pink marshmallow glaze
and surprise filling).
Located on Third Street, this hole in the wall

i

doughnut shop is opened 24 hours and usually
has a line out the door and down the street.

Here's ours

• • •

Naima is an actor and started a ministry to Hoilywood
Chico ministers to recovering addicts

You may be thinking; what is so impres
sive about this doughnut shop compared to the
bakery at Safeway or Fred's? Voodoo Dough
nuts is not just known around the Portland
metropolitan area—it is known nationally and
internationally.
Voodoo Doughnuts has made appearances
on the following shows: Anthony Bourdain's No
Reservations, Man v. Food, Doughnut Paradise,

Cee
l sn
ti survviedgenocd
i eandnowpreachesn
i Rwanda
Aaron sacksquarterbackswhilestudying online

Globe Trekker and The Amazing Race. Their
website also claims that they have been talked

Ben teaches more than 5,000 coe
l ge students

S h a n n o n a r e t h e t w o m e n b e h i n d Vo o d o o

We'd love to hear your story.

MeetDTSreps@GeorgeFox

Monday,Mar.15,10 am-2 pm
Student Uno
i n Bud
li n
ig

Ww these stories and more at
www.dts.edu/georgefox

about on Easter Island, Tibet, and Tanzania.
Kenneth "Cat Daddy" Pogson and Tres
Doughnuts and learned their doughnut making
tricks down in southern California and brought
them back up to the northwest.
Wliile the variety of doughnuts that they
have should be convincing enough (look at their
website for more), the atmosphere of Voodoo

Doughnuts is another compelling reason.
Waiting in a line that stretches over half a
block you get to see and meet a variety of people,
not to mention that you get to hear plenty of live
music from the bars in the surrounding area
while you wait.

Once you enter Voodoo Doughnuts, you
see that it is actually a low-lit small room with a

counter with a plethora of doughnuts behind it.
There are also rotating glass shelves that display
all the doughnuts in the corner room, right next
to the register.

An ornate gold chandelier hangs in the
middle of the room, which helps provide the
chill atmosphere that Voodoo Doughnuts is
k n o w n f o r.

If that isn't enough to make you want to see
what ail the fuss is about, you can participate
in Voodoo's doughnut eating contest the first
Friday of every month. Or for those with a large
appetite, you can take part in their Tex-ASS
challenge: if you can eat this doughnut in a
minute and a half, the doughnut is free.
For those who are looking to tie the knot
any time soon, Voodoo also provides wedding
ceremonies. Or you can just get your wedding
cake made there.

There are currently two Voodoo Doughnuts,
one just sells the doughnuts and the other one
(Voodoo Doughnuts Too) is a sit down joint but
provides all the same doughnuts as the original
one does.

KFOX LINE-UP
Mondays

4:00p The Program, Dj Smash
7:00p H.T.I.D. Radio. DJ Ohm
9:00p The Cheese Stands Alone
Tuesdays
9:00p Doc McNinja
Wednesdays

9:00p DJ Zerkattack
10:00p Spoonfed with Uncle Jesse

Thursdays
7:00p Real Talk - Alima Kamara
8:00p Fox Talk Sports
9:00p The unnamed Tyler and
Alex show

Fridays
9:00p Keeping up with the
joneses
Saturdays

1:00p The Real World Christian

Listen in at: www.kfoxradio.georgefox.edu
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OPINION

How you should look at the Google issue in China
preneurship. Enlrepreneurship, which

the present economy is mixed macsystem. The Chinese government
rocosmic management and market
skipped the market economy and
went straight to the
economy. We don't have
planned economy, re
W h o c o n t r o l s t h e a totally "free" market.
This is a special
sulting in failure.
main resource
communist economic
With the passing

freedom of choice, freedom from

had changed. Xiaoping
Deng, who was a great

excess regulation, and freedom from

chairman in China,

its threat stands out").
In the view of the Western

ByMINGFEl SONG
Guest Opinion

Havtoday?
e youGoogle,
Googe
ld
anyisthn
inot
g
which
only a company name, is a popular
word in our own lives. The Google

company has a variety of products

which include the Google reader, the
Google notebook, Gmail and so on.
The Google company is making our
lives convenient.

However, a Google official repub

lished an article saying that they prob
ably would withdraw their company
from China. Some analysts and com

panies emphasize that this issue could
relate to human rights. As for me, I
want to use this issue to analyze the
economic situation in China.

In the article, the Google official
said that "We launched Google.cn
(Chinese Google) in January 2006
i n t h e b e l i e f t h a t t h e b e n e fi t s o f i n
creased access to infor

mation for people in

China and a more open
Internet outweighed our

economy, the basic building blocks
of business are natural resources,

capital, human resources, and entreis the highlight of the whole system,
emphasizes economic freedom:

too much taxation. We could notice

changed the economic

that the key ingredient is "free."
In my grandparents' genera
tion, they couldn't buy the goods they
wanted because all of the products
were controlled by the government.
Actually, our country didn't have
enough resources to feed its people.

policy. He came up

The main idea was "common owner

ship."
Everyone was in the same situa
tion; there was not enough food and
everyone earned the same salary.
People didn't have the
value of competition

Everyone was

because all the economic

in the same

behaviors were under the

discomfort in agreeing

situation, there

to censor some results.

was not enough

At

the

time

we

made

clear that 'we will care

food and

fully monitor conditions
in China, including new

everyone earned
the same salary.

laws and other restric
tions on our services"

(Drummond, "A new approach to
China").

The main point is that Chinese
government has placed restrictions in
the market.

Another article said, "I think in

the information technology sector,
not only foreign companies are under
very heavy pressure, but also private
domestic companies" (Bradsher,
"Google is not alone in discontent, but

"planned economy." In
this period, the Chinese
government wanted to
put the planned economy
into practice.

R O D R I G U E Z

Guest Opinion

the economic distance beUveen rich

people and poor people. This system
should be based on the advanced
market economy.

Planned economy is the final step
or the further step in the economy

be an eligible single. They waste time
teaching lessons on how to be agents
of Christ and promote love and recon

completely contradict the standards

To be eligible to be a contestant
on the show, one must acknowledge
and agree to a series of stipulations.

It would be in the best interest for

George Fox to consider adapting its
curriculum to prepare students for the
demands of reality TV. It is becoming

the goal of many George Fox students
and alum to compete on these shows,
but are George Fox students really cut

taught to take pride in the bodies the

One of which states, "[The] use or

LORD has blessed them with. Unfor

revelation of Personal Information

tunately, many would not make it on

and Recordings as defined in these
Eligibility Requirements may be em
barrassing, unfavorable, humiliat
ing, and/or derogatory and/or may
portray him or her in a false light."

tions of Jake, the gorgeous and moral
bachelor, have small waists, sleek

shiny hair, sizable breasts, and pearly
white smiles.

According to the application to be
a contestant on the show, the produc
ers are looking for "the most eligible

singles in America." However, George
Fox does not teach a course on how to

E s s e n t i a l l y, a fi n e u p s t a n d i n g
George Fox student or alum could be
shown as a liar, a cheat, a conniver,

and a promiscuous indmdual and not
as the kind of student George Fox sets
out to produce.
It is becoming popular among
students
and alum to

try out for
music com

petitions. As
this is the

case, George
Fox

to

needs

forgo

its

com

mitment

to being a
Christ-cen
tered insti
tution.
It

is

clearly
stated
the

in
Te n

Command
ments that
God's

fol

lowers must
not

A banner outside a local dance studio supports former

or

create
serve

See

George Fox student on "The Bachelor."
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

the market economy, but we should
focus on an important element.
in China, such as oil, coal, and elec

tricity and to whom belongs to natural
resources? We have several compa

nies which are public companies;
however, the majority of stock is con
trolled by the government.
The Chinese government could,
through this way, adjust the whole
market. This strategy is called macrocosmic management. Consequently,

By TYLER ZIMMERMAN
Columnist

Lock your

don't

ment gives some relative
rights for the market

fl i p p h o n e ,
you may have

which is called capital

experienced

is the answer to why the government
could have interfered with the Google

ent policies. We cannot say which is
the best system, whether the system

of a developed country or a develop
ing country. The government of the
country also depends on the economic
system because only the foundation of
the economy can decide the political
method.

Obviously, China is a communist

country; the economic system should
be socialism or communism.
In contrast, China is in a par

ticular period of communism. This is
progress in the evolution of business.
By this example, we could point out
that communism is also a step in the
progress of China.
The first step is to lay the founda
tion, and it validates the evolution of
human society. As we say in Chinese,
China is walking on a special road
which belongs to the Chinese charac
ter. And it will take a long time until
China can touch the final goal.

If

you
have

a

the phenom
enon

of

acci-

dently calling
s o m e o n e .

If not, you

may have answered your phone only

to hear muffled music, conversation,
or some other background noise.

Either way, unintentional cell phone
dialing happens. And it's a problem.
The scary thing is that many of
these inadvertent calls go unreported.

I only know about my own accidental
dialing misfortunes because my close

friends told me after it happened. But
who knows how many times I have

called people who haven't told me.
I sing when I drive. Pretty loud.
So loud, in fact, at stoplights, people
have turned and laughed at me. I
usually stop; sink low into the seat,
and roll the car forward as much as

possible to avoid eye contact.
I was at lunch with my friends the
fi r s t t i m e s o m e o n e c a l l e d m e o u t .

"Oh by the way Tyler, you totally
sang to me for a couple minutes yes
terday," my friend, Whitney, casually
said.
I was confused. She told me I was

basically yelling Billy Joel for a while.
The table laughed. My friend, Aaron
said, "Yeah, you've sung to me like 5
times."

out for the stress and the drama?

25 women chosen to win the affec

Shanghai as global financial centres").

Egypt.

talism and communism.
The Chinese govern

Company.
D i ff e r e n t c o u n t r i e s h a v e d i ff e r

K o n g " ( " FA C T B O X - H o n g K o n g v s

your phone, make sure
you never sing Prince of

cell phone.

ideals would mix with communism.

China could compare with Hong Kong
and Shanghai.
Hong Kong was operated by the
British legal and economic system for
many years. It used to be the richest
region in Asia in the past. And now,
"Shanghai's stock market is worth
more than Hong Kong's, with a
market capitalization of $2.7 trillion
compared with S2.3 trillion in Hong

member to look

difference between capi

ism in this part. And the
main system still is the public owner
ship, which means the economic be
havior is under the government. That

Who controls the main resource

teaches and endorses standards that

s u c h s h o w s l i k e " T h e B a c h e l o r. " T h e

natural resources?

If you can't re

# 3

period. And also is a big

"market economy" is
important for a country. The main
idea is to change the high concentra
tion planned economy to a "market
economy," which is under public own
ership, meaning that the capitalist

sources and production would be
planned by the government. The
biggest advantage of this system was
that people could work jobs they were
interested in and could rapidly reduce

ciliation.

Young women at George Fox are

electricity and to
whom belong to

This case shows the achievement of

George Fox University has failed
many of its students. Few have gradu
ated and gone on to reach the pin
nacle of American success; winning a
reality 'IV competition.
There is little that George Fox
does to prepare students to compete
on reality TV. In fact, the institution

of reality TV.

with the idea that the

In China, such
as oil, coal, and

"Planned economy,"
as the name suggests,
mean consumption, re

Does higher education prepare you
for reality TV?
B y J U A N I TA R O S A

of time, this situation

Life Lessons

R E A L I T Y
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Students have a lack
of interest in student
)articipation in the town
lall meetings, they might
see change in matters
they care about: wireless
internet in dorms, for

example.
By AMANDA WINKELMAN
News Editor

Only about a dozen or so students
gathered in the back of Klages Dining
Hall on Feb. 24 to hear about the

plans for the new fire pit. Other stu
d e n t s s h u f fl e d i n a n d s a t i n t h e b a c k

as seating in half the Bon got tight.

The town hall meeting was an
nounced after people complained
about not being aware about the first
one held during fall semester regard
ing how the student fund project
should be used; however, even after
the complaining only a minimal

amount of students showed up to
hear about the plan. The ASC central
committee also discussed their posi
tions as election time for ne.xt year is

rapidly approaching.
Th e l a ck o f i n te re st stu d e n ts h a ve

in the government body and changes
in ASC is disheartening. Many stu
dents complain about not having the
fund for particular events, or how ASC
does not put on enough school events
that creates interest and excitement.

However, aside from complaining
no one seems to pursue these issues
when given the opportunity.
I often hear mutters of stu

dents complaints on how this and
that should change. Students will
change their facebook statuses to,
"for $36,000 a year why don't we get
wireless Internet in our rooms." A

town hall meeting place would be an
excellent place to share those frustra
tions, but without people's comments
or questions, how is ASC supposed to
change?
Did you know that ASC has a
large amount of money set aside for
student's proposals for activities, sup
plies for floors, or any other kind of

"One time, you called singing
'Prince of Egypt'"

"Why didn't you teU me?" 1
asked.

government
If students showed more

I hoped that they were joking.
B u t a n o t h e r f r i e n d c o n fi r m e d i t .

They said, at first, they didn't
want to embarrass me, but soon they

request or proposal you may have?
Not many students take advantage
of this because they do not take the
extra step to look in to what the ASC
government body can do.
The amphitheatre still has two
more stages to go through. It is never
used because its Oregon and rainy.
It is a beautiful theatre in the early
months of September and October,
sometimes it wll be usable during
the last week or so of school. I think it

would be beneficial to finish a project
first and then think of other places
and areas to add to the Newberg
campus.

realized it was hilarious.

The best part about all of this was
my super lame musical selections.
Why couldn't I sing something cool?
Prince of Egypt, really?
Couldn't they catch a suave

refrain from John Mayer, or John
Legend?
Nope. I managed to share "Piano
M a n " a n d " W h e n Yo u B e l i e v e " w i t h

everyone. Supercool.

I didn't sing in the car for a while
after that conversation. I locked my
phone and placed in the cup holder

because I deduced that keeping my
phone in my front pocket caused it to

After all, it is our money. When
students pay to come to George Fox
each year a portion of the students'
tuition dollars goes in to the ASC
funds. Some students will get their
money's worth by vrinning trips to
Disneyland during George Fox's poker
night. Although, ASC can spend a ri
diculous amount of money on prizes
and events, only a few students take

dial.

the time to go to the events.

discovered it and according to Aaron,
she played it for everyone several
times and they all had a great laugh.

At the "Let's Make A Deal" event,

students had the opportunity to win
I-pods, Wii games, along vrith other
smaller dollar store prizes. Is this
really what the students want their
money to go towards? Individual
major departments have needs that

they struggle to afford each year, like
laboratory equipment, resources, and
computer programs. Also, there are

But, over time, I forgot to lock

it or take it out of my pocket. And I
struck again. This time it was Aaron's

home phone. I left a lengthy message
on his family's answering machine.
This time it was Frank Sinatra's

"Fly Me to the Moon." A little better.
This particular accidental
message was special because his mom

It hasn't been deleted off the

message machine.

For the next year, every once in a
while, my friends would just walk by
and say the name of a song.
What was wi-ong with me?
Couldn't I just remember to lock it?

The problem stopped when I

many subcategories of ASC and the
one with the largest budget is Activi

finally got a flip phone. My friends

ties, but it is unrightfully high com

was tired of the embarrassment.

pared to that of the Communications

department, who has difficulty finding
staff and freelancers who will work

for such low payment, and minimal
equipment.

These are several things George
Fox students have mentioned, argued,
and complained about; but, when no

one is interested or tries to get in
volved, how is there supposed to be a
change?

begged me to keep my old one, but I
Lesson learned: If you can't re
member to lock your phone, make
sure you never sing Prince of Egypt.

Tyler is a sophomore journalism
student at George Fox

University. He is from Alaska (but
is not Eskimo) and enjoys fishing
and frisbee.Tyler lives his life in
anecdotes and contributes his
experiences for the humor of
others.
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games

that Americans have typically
dominated at. Evan Lysacek
beat out the favorite Evgeny

Continued from

Plushenko of Russia to win

OLYMPICS: OverView of the winter

the men's figure skating gold

page I

blue,
have

created a following of

W^Stt^liP'jS^SdBB'ffffltZ : . ^^^''■ovvn. Afacebook
group created to cel

ebrate the pants has
nearly 400,000 fans.

NonvegianKingHarald
V himself has described

never heard of. The Nordic
Combined is an event that

pants I've ever seen."

cross-country skiing. After 86
years \vithout a single medal

King with his own pair

in the event, the team won two

came to watch a game,

was the first medalist in the

Members of the NorweBlan curvUTt'

i n ocrowd
r i • wi
u th
L thei
- rt eLoudmouth
a m S t a n dgol
ofupants.
t o p pthem.
ortunity
ma

to wear

Photo by BILL GRAVELAND. Associated Press The U.S. team finwell

The U.S. team also had

success in more obscure sports
the average fan may have
combines ski jumping and

of the pants when he

ished

in snowboard cross and men's

and women's halfpipe.

them as "the coolest
The team presented the

—^

medal. The snowboarding
team was as dominating as ex
pected in winning five medals

in

events

silver medals. Johnny Spillane
individual competition, but
was soon followed by the silver Johnny Spillane (21) attacks up a hill.
medal

for

the

team

r e l a y.

"This

Photo

by

Va l

dt

Fiemme
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is huge, said Todd Lodwick ^ medal in these, his fif^h Olympics, relay. "I think it's bigger than words
0 teamboat Springs, Colo., who got skiing second in Tuesday's four-man to describe it."

W^omen have another shot at a national title The Crescent asks fourteen
en barely miss qualifying for the national tournament questions for star tennis player,
after losing to Whitworth Pirates
Mollee Robinson

going into the postseason. The
women "show no sign of slowing

By ERIN LEE
Reporter

Name; Moltee Robinson

to the postseason has been a little dif

Hometown; Powell Butte. Ore.

ferent. Picked in the preseason poll to

women's basketball teams finished

the regular season on a high note with

finish as one of the bottom teams in

To u r n a m e n t .

For the women's team, a playoff
berth was expected from the begin
ning for the defending national champion.s. The team has dealt with high

c

but head coach Scott Rueck is happy

Head coach Mark Sundquist said

with the way his team has worked
through the high pressure situations.
"This season there has always been a
target on our backs, but this group of
girls has done a good job of playing
that way," he said.
The nationally ranked team has
posted another stellar regular season,
going 16—0 in conference and 25—2

one of the hardest things about this
season was the amount of parity in
the league. "It makes it hard, but it is
how much we have improved since

of the season. "We are finall}' playing

team will maintain their momentum

the way we want to be playing. We
are a really well-rounded team

Iwchimakesusmo
erofah
ertat
going into the postseason," he
said.

T h i s i s t h e fi r s t t i m e s i n c e

1998 that a men's basketball
team has gone to playoffs. Going
into the final weekend of the

regular season, the team con

trolled its own destiny. Needing
to win at least one out of the

final t>vo games, the Bruins suc
ceeded in beating Lewis & Clark
91—90 in overtime on Feb. 19.
Both coaches talked about

the big roles their seniors have

played in the success of their

teams this season. For Rueck,
his four seniors have provided
Sophomore Arianna Mohsenian drives past critical leadership for a young
a Whitworth player during the Homecom
team. "I have been impressed
ing game.
with
the lessons they have
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

tennis?

it was a family Parks and Rec.

grade to pick a favorite prof.:)

fi ^ What Is the best thing about

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

learned from past leaders, and how
they have in turn passed those lessons
on by providing leadership, playing
the right way, and treating each other
well. They have created an environ
ment that a group can flourish in," he
said. He says that next year they will
leave some big shoes to be filled.
For Sundquist, his seven seniors
have been instrumental in his team

finding their rhythm in the later part
of the season. "My seniors have really
stepped it up and helped provide
effort, energy, and leadership. They
have showed how players should
respond to both positive and negative
part of the game. They are big picture
oriented and really committed to the
program as a whole," Sundquist said.
A surprise run that left the men
See

Who is your favorite athlete?
in the past: Eric Uddel
In the presenf; / don'f know

c

d e f e n d e r.

f*%VA lONGL
203 Villa Road, Newberg, OR (503) 538-1300
COFFEE
Pastries

Breakfast Sandwiches
Panini Sandwiches
& Morel

Pttee WI-Fi

SWN
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I wrniTHS
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JI.OO OFF
/I medium oh lARg. ExpiresApril 3.2010 (gii
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choices.

Fox?

Disney version)

Besides getting to play the sport....
the people and a break from school
work.

CWhatkn
i dofmusci doyou
listen to?

What is the worst thing about

^ being an athlete at George
Fox?
it takes a lot of time, and It's hard to
miss science classes.

I'm not very picky. Sometimes I
like country or jazz. My favorite bands
are Mercy Me and Third Day.

CWh
atsi sodon't
methknow
n
i gmabout
ost
people

"i ^ What do you do to get your-

you?
When I was four, if you would have

CU self ready for a match?

asked me what I wanted to be when I

Starling the practice before the
natch, I think through how i want
o play and what I want to work on

mproving in my own game. I also like
0 find out about my opponent If that
s possible.

grew up, I would have said, "I want to
be a cow." It's probably a good thing
that it didn't work out.

CWhatmakesthsi teamspe
cial?

Young, but hardworking and
willing to learn.

BRUIN STATS and SCHEDULES

pages

Thursday. Mar. 4

3 p.m. 1 Women's Tennis vs.
Linfieid
Friday Mar. 5

2:30 p.m. j Women's Tennis vs.
Pacific (Ore.)
4 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis at Pacific
.Saturday, Mar fi

ESPRESSO

yeah....reading novels and playing
games/sports of any kind are my top

u What is your favorite movie?
Robin Hood (ffie animated

11 a.m. 1 Baseball at Pacific Lutheran

Milkshakes

time?

being an athlete at George

(Ore.)

Italian Sodas

CWhatdoyoudon
i yourfree

NCAA

)

Smoothies

C Who is your favorite profes
Considering 1 have some un
graded tests at the moment, I am not
sure that it would be healthy for my

Upcoming Sports Events:

Te a

Gatorade!

Free lime? What's that? Oh.

throughout the season," he said.
Sundquist said that the goal of Sophomore Cole Whitehurst taking
any team is to finish strong and be the ball to the hoop against a Corban

overall. Rueck is confident that his

Gatorade or PowerAde?

sor at Fox?

Chemistry

activity during the summer, then it
:ontinued on into the high school
team at Crook County High School.

fun at the same time. It is nice to see

playing the best basketball at the end

What is your major?

CHow did you start playing

off.

expectations throughout the season,

c

Sport: Tennis

the conference, the men have played
hard and defied expectations in fin
ishing the regular season in third.
They have had an up and down year
battling issues like injuries and team
chemistry, but the efforts have paid

a berth to the Northwest Conference

could be easily persuaded
either way.

Ye a r : J u n i o r

For the men's team, the journey

Withseasons,
two very
dimen's
fferent
both the
and

CNkleorAdd
i as?

I own more Nike gear, but I

do\vn."

(2)
12 p.m. 1 Softball vs. Linfieid
1 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis at Linfieid
3:30 p.m. | Women's Tennis vs.
L i n fi e i d

Men's & Women's Track & Field j
Willamette Open (Salem,
Ore.)
.Sunday, Mar. 7
11 a.m. 1 Baseball at Pacific LuOieran
12 p.m. 1 Softball vs. Pacific (Ore.)
Friday Mar. 12

3 p.m. 1 Women's Tennis vs.

Current Records:
Saturday Feb. 13

9 a.m. 1 Women's Tennis vs. Lewis

Women's Baskethall
All Games: 13-14

All Games: 25-2

Pet.: 0.481

Pet.: 0.926

11 a.m. 1 Baseball vs. Pacific (Ore.)

Conference: 9-7

Conference: 16-0

(2)
12 p.m. 1 Softball vs. Pacific

Pet.: 0.563

Pet.: 1.000

Longest Streak:

Longeste Streak;

3 Wins

21 Wins

& Clark

Lutheran

1 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis vs. Lewis &
Clark

3 p.m. 1 Softball at Lewis & Claris
Men's & Women's Track & Field j
Pacific NWC South (Forest

Softhall

Overall: 6-4

Overall: 3-3

Pet.: 0.600

PcL: 0.500

Streak: 4 Wins

Streak; 3 Losses

Home: 3-0

Home: 2-2

Sunday Mar 14
12 p.m. 1 Baseball vs. Pacific (Ore.)
12 p.m. 1 Softball vs. Puget Sound

Away: 0-1

Away: 0-0

Neutral: 3-3

Neutral: 1-1

Mofid^y, M^ir 1.^

Men's Tennis

Grove, Ore.)

9 am. 1 Men's Golf at Willamette
Invitational (Creekside CO.
Salem. Ore.)
10:30 a.m. | Women's Gotf at
Willamette Invilational

(Creekside CO, Salem, Ore.)
2 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis vs. Whitman

3 p.m. 1 Men's Tennis at Willamette

Women'.s Tennis

Overall: 24

Overall: 04

Pet.: 0,333

Pc!.: 0.000

Streak: 4 Losses
Home: 1-3

Streak: 4 Losses

Away: 1-1

Away; 0-3

Neutral: 0-0

Neutral; 0-0

Home: 0-1

Bolded games are at George Fox
These statistics are current as of

For more information visit athletics.Qeoraefox.edu

Monday, Mar, 1,2010
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Sober St. Patty's Day

Ten GFU appropriate things you can do March 17
By MADELEINE SOPHIA
Columnist

1. Shamrock Run: Sunday, March

14 marks the 32"'' annual Shamrock
Run. Check-in begins at Waterfront
Park in downtown Portland at 6:30

a.m. Choice of 5k, 8k, and 15k races.
See www.shamrockrunportland.com
for more information.

2. Make green eggs and ham for

your roommate! Then sit around and
read the classic Dr. Seuss book while

eating your delicious breakfast.
3. Give your friends non-alcohol
ic beer and fool them into thinking
they are drinking the real deal. You
will be laughing to yourself while you
watch them trip all over the place.
But you are all the wiser. You know
the truth. Now, you can't just walk to

the grocery store and find this zero
alcohol beer. Even the ones that say
non-alcoholic (such as O'Douls) do
contain about .4% alcohol. To find the

ones with absolutely no alcohol you
must go to a European market. Try
Bavarian Sausage Company in Tigard,
Ore.

4. Go find the pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow. No rainbow?

Well, be patient. This is Oregon after

REALITY: GFU needs to change
standards to fit reality TV
Continued from page 6
any idol. However, when a George
Fox alum auditioned for "American

Idol," many in the George Fox com
munity committed part of their day
to observe her progress on the show.
Now, that time could probably have
been used praying or contemplating
the awesomeness of the LORD God

Almighty, and it seems George Fox is
already making the transition to new
standards.

all, so a good rain is bound to happen.
Go get that gold, Jonny!
5. Go find the Keebler tree. You
and I both know those Keebler elves

are hanging out with Snap, Crackle,
and Pop somewhere. You must find
them.

6. Have a leprechaun party. Have
everyone donate some change into

a pot when they walk in the door,
and afterwards, donate the money to

charity. You can make green cookies,
cupcakes, and candies. Everyone can

dress up in green outfits and you'll

be doing something good at the same
time.

7. Eat a whole pint of peppermint
paddy ice cream. Mmmm!

8. Corn your own beef. Then
serve it up with a whole slough of
steaming cabbage. How Irish!
9. Call up General Mills and
demand to speak with Lucky Charm.
Do not relent if they say no, you know
they are keeping him in there.

10. Go four leaf clover hunting.
Once you find it, skip around and tell
everyone you meet that you found a
four-leaf clover. You'll definitely be
the town hero.

BIOFUEL: Pollution reduction

depends on the use of biofuel

Continued from page 4
biodiesel. He speculates that part
of the US interest in the Middle

East is petroleum, By using biodie
sel he is adding to the solution, not

the problem. "I'm having a positive
effect on peace in those countries,"
Brendlinger .says, "For me It's both a
peace issue and an ecological issue,
global warming."
"But people aren't normally
willing to sacrifice convenience," con
tinues Brendlinger. He estimates that
it would take 6co to 1000 dollars to

have shop convert an engine in the
same way he did his. In addition, the
car should be older as computerized
versions can create problems. Com

puterization means it will reject the

fuel source if it sees something it does
not recognize.
But for those interested in reduc

ing pollution and increasing the size of
their pocket books, embracing biofuel
is a must. One has only to look at the
unfinished quart of diesel still sitting
in
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Women in a pre-game huddle before taking on Whitworth.
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NCAA; Women have a chance to
defend their title

Conference men's basketball Tourna
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one game away from the NCAA Divi

night.
With its 21st straight win, the
women (25-2) earned the confer

sion III National Tournament ended

for the Bruins in a 97-75 loss to
Wliitworth Pirates in the Northwest

ment championship game Saturday

ence's automatic bid to the NCAA Di
vision III National Tournament and a
chance to defend its 2008-09 national
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backpacking class is offered, and the
student government organizes its own
version of "Survivor" on campus. It is
perfect practice for the hit TV show.
It would be wise for George Fox

that

I'm really good at:

cost

effective and en

vironmentally
friendly transpor
tation options are
not only possibili
ties, but plausible
realities.

to change its standards. It is currently

communicating.

the number one Christian school in

the nation according to Forbes, but
will that be enough to be a competi
tive university in this world? George
Fox should rethink their strategies in
preparing students with a well-round
ed education. Mind and spirit is not
as important as cleavage and tan.

There is one area of reality TV
that George Fox graduates could
possibly succeed: "Survivor." A

Communication Career Seminar
Tuesday, March 9
6:00-7:00 pm
Cap and Gown Room

Learn Important career Information from successful GFU
Communication Alumni!
Refreshments Included!

ENGAGE Globally
LIVE Biblically
Gordon-Conweli Theological Seminary is dedicated to training
men and women to be effective ministers of the Gospel.

Graduates leave theologically trained, spiritually mature and
ready to be salt and light wherever God calls them. Come to

Gordon-Conweli and discover how we can help equip you.
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Call 1.800.428.7329 or visit;

www.gordonconwell.edu
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